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Ultracold scattering properties of the short-lived Rb isotopes

James P. Burke, Jr. and John L. Bohn
JILA and the Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440

~Received 21 September 1998!

We compute the scattering properties of rubidium atoms at ultracold temperatures, placing special emphasis
on the radioactive isotopes82Rb,83Rb,84Rb, and86Rb. In combination with the more ‘‘conventional’’ isotope
87Rb, these species yield a wide variety of scattering behavior, with consequences for creating mixtures of
Fermi-Fermi, Fermi-Bose, and Bose-Bose gases. In each of these mixtures we find at least one case where the
interspecies scattering lengths can be tuned using an external magnetic field. These results should greatly
broaden the prospects for quantum degenerate gases in future experiments.@S1050-2947~99!06802-X#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.2s, 32.80.Pj
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I. INTRODUCTION

From the standpoint of ultracold collisions, every ato
that can be trapped is unlike every other. To take an
ample, the alkali-metal atom87Rb is ‘‘user-friendly,’’ having
a large positive scattering length@1# that facilitates its cool-
ing by forced evaporation, as well as giving it a measura
mean-field energy when Bose-condensed. Take two neut
away, however, and85Rb has instead a negative scatteri
length @1#, which hinders both its evaporative cooling an
the stability of its condensate. In between,86Rb is a fermion
for which the Pauli exclusion principle prohibitss-wave in-
teractions at all, at least for identical spin states.

The rich variety of ultracold gases grows when we co
sider mixtures of different species. For instance, ag
in 87Rb, mixtures of the total spin statesu f ,m&5u2,1& and
u1,21& have a positivemutualscattering length@2#, making
them nearly immiscible. The intricate dynamics of the resu
ing clouds has been strikingly observed@3#. Mixed conden-
sate systems with three components have also been obs
in sodium using novel optical traps@4#. A proposal exists for
condensate mixtures with an attractive interspecies inte
tion @5#, which have yet to be realized.

The aforementioned work has focused on the abund
and stable rubidium isotopes85Rb and 87Rb. However, ex-
perimentalists are now becoming adept at cooling and t
ping short-lived radioisotopes as well. Such efforts have
cluded francium@6#, sodium@7#, and potassium@8#, as well
as 82Rb @9#. These experiments offer the intriguing possib
ity of using these relatively short-lived species in studies
degenerate Bose and Fermi gases.

In this paper we present scattering properties for a num
of rubidium isotopes, as a guide to interesting possible
periments in these gases and their mixtures. We will cons
the isotopes of mass numberA582, 83, 84, 86, and 87
whose lifetimes are reasonably long~see Table I!. Any
alkali-metal atom with nuclear spinI possesses a total sp
f5I11/2, giving a total spin quantum numberf 5I 61/2.
Thus Table I represents a total of 58 distinct spin sta
u f ,m&A . Of these, only 26 are weak-field seeking states t
can be trapped magnetically. Thus we can contemplate
different quantum degenerate gases, or 325 binary mixt
of these gases.

Rather than tax the reader’s patience~and certainly our
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~2!/1303~6!/$15.00
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own!, we will focus only on intra-isotope collisions, with th
exception of collisions of various isotopes with87Rb ~see
below!. We pare down the resulting list of candidates acco
ing to the following criteria:~i! collision partners must be
immune to spin-exchange loss processes, owing to ei
symmetry or energy considerations;~ii ! atoms must be viable
candidates for evaporative cooling, having large elastic cr
sections (;10211 cm2); and ~iii ! atoms must have scatte
ing properties which would provide potentially interestin
consequences for degenerate gas studies. This last crit
includes the possibility of tuning interatomic interactions u
ing a bias magnetic field@10#. This capability has in fact
been recently realized experimentally@11,12# in other spe-
cies.

II. MODEL

Construction of the Hamiltonian for the processu f ,m&A
1u f 8,m8&A8 begins with Born-Oppenheimer molecular p
tentials for the singlet and triplet electronic states of two
atoms. For this purpose we use Amiot’s spectroscopic
determined singlet potential@13# and Krause and Stevens’ab
initio triplet potential @14#. We match these potential
smoothly onto a long range dispersion potential using co
ficients (C8 ,C10) given in Ref. @15# and a long range spin
exchange contribution@16#. We then transform these poten
tials into the separated-atom basisu f ,m&Au f 8,m8&A8 , and in-
corporate the hyperfine energies of these states, to constr
full Hamiltonian. In this basis the magnetic field Hamiltonia
is also easily implemented. We perform scattering calcu

TABLE I. Nuclear spinI, ground-state atomic hyperfine spli
tings D, and half-lifet of the Rb isotopes. A negative value ofD
indicates an ‘‘inverted’’ hyperfine structure. The half-life units a
m, minutes;d, days;y, years.

Isotope I D (GHz) t

82 1 1.5474 1.273m
83 5/2 6.3702 86.2d
84 2 23.08316 32.9d
85 5/2 3.03573 stable
86 2 23.94688 18.63d
87 3/2 6.83468 4.88(1010)y
1303 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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1304 PRA 59JAMES P. BURKE, JR. AND JOHN L. BOHN
tions using a finite-elementR-matrix procedure@17# in con-
junction with the multichannel quantum-defect methods
veloped in Ref.@18#.

One essential aspect of constructing our Hamiltonian
fine-tuning it to agree with all available experimental info
mation on ultracold rubidium collisions. To allow this kin
of flexibility we added corrections to the inner walls of th
singlet and triplet potentials, effectively giving us contr
over their phase shifts@19#. This fine-tuning enabled us t
match quantitatively the line shape of the recently measu
magnetic-field-induced Feshbach resonance in85Rb colli-
sions, which is perhaps the most sensitive measuremen
of ultracold scattering properties@12#. In addition, including
a previously observedg-wave shape resonance@20# in 85Rb
allowed us to bound the value of the C6 dispersion coeffi-
cient to 4700650 a.u. @12#. This value for C6 is slightly
larger but with smaller uncertainty than the value determin
in Ref. @20# (45506100 a.u.).

Transplanting these potentials to other Rb isotopes ca
justified by comparing our calculated87Rb scattering observ
ables with the measured values. We find our calculated t
mal averaged inelastic spin exchange rates@21#, scattering
length ratios@22#, andd-wave shape resonance@1# all agree
within the stated 1s experimental uncertainties. In additio
we find 10 of the 12 measuredd-wave 85Rb bound states
@23# within the 2s error bars. The largest source of unce
tainty for the other isotopes comes from the61 uncertainty
in the number of bound states in the triplet potential@23#.
These agreements give us confidence in the reliability of
predictions for all the other isotopes of rubidium. We pres
in Table II the singlet and triplet scattering lengths for va
ous combinations of rubidium isotopes. The data in this ta
can also be used to evaluate the uncertainty in the scatte
lengths, expressed in a compact form using a quantum-de
parametrization@18#.

III. FERMIONIC ISOTOPES

We consider first the fermionic isotopes, i.e., those w
even values ofA. The Pauli exclusion principle prohibit
s-wave collisions of two identical fermions. Appreciable co
lision rates at sub-milliKelvin temperatures would therefo
hinge on near-thresholdp-wave shape resonances, which a
absent in the rubidium isotopes, as our calculations sh
@24#. Consequently, evaporative cooling of these gases
quires either a mixture of isotopes or a mixture of spin sta
One possibility for sympathetically cooling fermions is
immerse them in a bath of bosonic atoms. Because evap
tively cooling 85Rb itself is notoriously difficult@12#, we will
consider only87Rb for the mixed isotope cases.

Sympathetic cooling of82Rb by 87Rb seems a difficult
prospect at best. The only two possibilities for collisions b
tween these two atoms that are immune to spin exchange
u3/2,3/2&821u2,2&87 and u1/2,21/2&821u1,21&87. Both of
these combinations possessnegative s-wave scattering
lengths, primarily driven by the negative triplet scatteri
lengthat(82287) ~Table II!. Under these circumstances, th
s-wave elastic partial cross section suffers a zero at low
lision energies@see Fig. 1~a!#. An explanation for this effect
based on Levinson’s theorem@25#, has been given elsewher
@19#. For our purposes, the main point is that the first zero
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the s-wave partial cross section will occur at the lowest e
ergy for a small negative scattering length. As the magnitu
of the negative scattering length is increased, the positio
the first zeroincreasesin energy. Typically, the first zero fo
a positive scattering length occurs at an energy large eno
that higher partial waves will contribute considerably to t
total cross section. The experimental consequences of
effect have been observed in85Rb @12#. However, we do find
a magnetic-field-induced Feshbach resonance in
u1/2,21/2&821u1,21&87 collision @see Fig. 1~b!#. The reso-
nance could therefore be used to alter the energy depend
of the elastic cross section as demonstrated in Ref.@12#. By
contrast,84Rb and86Rb are ideal candidates for sympathe
cooling with 87Rb, having large positive triplet scatterin
lengths.

In addition, both84Rb and 86Rb have an ‘‘inverted’’ hy-
perfine structure~see Table I!, making f 55/2 the lower en-
ergy state in each case. In particular, this means that
process u5/2,5/2&A1u5/2,3/2&A→u5/2,5/2&A1u3/2,3/2&A is
energetically forbidden at ultracold temperatures. Evapo
tively cooling u5/2,5/2&A andu5/2,3/2&A states together migh
then be viable. Interestingly, however, in both cases the

TABLE II. Singlet and triplet scattering lengthsa ~in a.u.! and

quantum defectsm̄ ~dimensionless! for the different Rb isotopic
pairs given a constant C654700 a.u. and C85550 600 a.u. The

uncertainty in the singlet quantum defectm̄S is 0.0014 in all cases
Variations of the scattering lengths with C6 and C8 can be deter-
mined by the following formulas~see Refs.@12,18# for details!: m

5m̄1b6(C624700)2b8(C82550 600) anda52C2tan(pm)/@1
1G(0)tan(pm)#, where C250.957 217(2mC6)1/4, m is the re-
duced mass of the atom-pair, andG(0)521.0026. The constantb6

equals 7.5(1025) for the singlet and 1.4(1024) for the triplet. The
constant b8 is the same for both potentials and is given
2.0(1028). Information on both85Rb and87Rb is provided for com-
pleteness.

Pair aS m̄S
aT m̄T

82-82 23861 0.0612 1151610 20.49160.019

83-83 16661 20.2021 18163 20.26260.013

84-84 114261 20.4678 11563 20.03360.007

85-85 124002350
1600 0.2603 2369616 0.19460.001

86-86 1761 20.0144 121167 0.42160.007

87-87 19061 20.2939 110664 20.35460.003

82-87 15561 20.1568 24064 0.06460.004

83-87 2990270
160 0.2263 229567 0.18460.001

84-87 111761 20.3952 1550235
145 0.30260.004

85-87 11161 20.0233 121367 0.41860.007

86-87 133664 0.3443 114364 20.46760.010
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PRA 59 1305ULTRACOLD SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF THE . . .
sulting scattering length isnegative, in spite ofpositivesin-
glet and triplet scattering lengths~Table II!. Such a result,
contrary to the degenerate internal states~DIS! model of hy-
perfine state scattering@26#, bears exploring here.

Neglecting magnetic dipole coupled channels, this i
coupled two-channel problem with theu5/2,5/2&A
1u3/2,3/2&A channel energetically closed asR→`. The uni-
tary frame transformation connecting the short range bas
total electronicS and nuclearI spin with the asymptotic hy-
perfine basis predicts that the entrance channel has 80%
let character. The DIS model, which neglects hyperfine
ergies, would then predict (a50.8aT10.2aS), i.e., that both
scattering lengths are reasonably large and positive.

In fact, the positions of bound states relative to the app
priate hyperfine thresholds are crucial for determining
actual scattering length. Let us explore this notion by
scribing the coupling in our two-channel system in terms
a mixing angleu. We can model the potential as

V5U~u!VSUT~u!1E, ~1!

whereU(u) is a standard 232 orthogonal rotation matrix
VS is a diagonal matrix of singlet and triplet Born
Oppenheimer potentials, andE is a diagonal matrix of hy-
perfine energies. The model in the uncoupled limit (u50) is
simply a triplet potential connected to the lowest hyperfi
threshold and a singlet channel with one additional unit
hyperfine energy.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the bound state energ

FIG. 1. ~a! Elastics-wave partial cross sections versus collisi
energy foru3/2,3/2&821u2,2&87. The energy position of the first zer
in the partial cross section isE580620 mK. ~b! Scattering length
versus magnetic field for the collisionu1/2,21/2&821u1,21&87. The
zero energy resonance occurs atB0513266 G with a width of
D5261 G. In both graphs the solid line represents the nomi
value and dashed lines represent uncertainties.
a
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as u grows from zero to its physical value,u526.57°. In
86Rb @Fig. 2~a!#, we find an extremely high-lying bound sta
in the uncoupled limit (u50) which accounts for the large
triplet scattering length. As the coupling is turned on,
nearly degenerate pair of bound states, one singlet and
triplet, begins to repel each other. Eventually the singlet s
‘‘pushes’’ the high-lying triplet state above threshold, resu
ing in a negative scattering length. In84Rb @Fig. 2~b!# the
highest-lying bound state is rather deep foru50, in accord
with this isotope’s small positive triplet scattering length. A
the coupling is turned on, this bound state interacts wit
‘‘singlet’’ state lying above threshold pushing it still deep
into the potential, ultimately producing a negative scatter
length. In both cases, the positions of the singlet statesrela-
tive to the upper hyperfine thresholdare the determining fac
tors in the physical scattering length.

This interesting result implies a net attraction betwe
u5/2,5/2&A and u5/2,3/2&A spin states, which could have im
portant consequences for forming Cooper pairs in these
mionic systems@27#. On the other hand, the negative scatt
ing lengths in these species again produce zeros in t
s-wave cross sections, as shown in Fig. 3. The good new
that 84Rb exhibits a Feshbach resonance in the presenc
modest-sized magnetic fields@Fig. 4~a!#. This resonance
could then be used to move the position of thes-wave partial
cross-section zero to higher collision energies@Fig. 4~b!#,
allowing the atoms to be evaporatively cooled into the d
generate regime. The extremely large width of this resona
eliminates the need for accurate control of magnetic fi
strengths. The resonance would also allow the experimen

l

FIG. 2. Bound and pseudobound state positions versus the
pling parameteru. The physical coupling strength is given byu
526.57°. The labelsS andT refer to singlet or triplet states in th
u50 limit. Zero energy defines the entrance channel threshold~a!
u5/2,5/2&861u5/2,3/2&86; ~b! u5/2,5/2&841u5/2,3/2&84.
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1306 PRA 59JAMES P. BURKE, JR. AND JOHN L. BOHN
ist a means to study both repulsive and attractive effec
interaction between atoms in a single system.

We find that in the86Rb case, a magnetic field will als
influence the scattering length, but will change its sign o
at very large fields'2800 G@Fig. 4~a!#. The position of the
cross-section zero can be moved to a higher collision ene
~Fig. 4b!, but to a lesser extent than in84Rb. However, in
this case thes-wave zero is not a major problem since t
enhancedp-wave scattering@24# should enable the exper
mentalist to evaporatively cool the86Rb mixed spin states
without a magnetic field bias. Of course, introducing a b
field of a few hundred gauss would increase the low ene
@;50 mK, see Fig. 3~b!# total cross section by roughly
factor of 3.

In both cases the variation of scattering length with m
netic field is somewhat unusual, and so we dwell on t
aspect for a moment. Figure 5 reports the variation of
two thresholds with magnetic field~solid lines!, along with
the variation of the positions of high-lying bound stat
~dashed lines!. In both cases we observe a network
avoided crossings that push bound states closer to, or fa

FIG. 3. Elastic cross sections versus collision energy using
nominal potentials. Solid lines represent the total cross sec
dashed lines indicate thes-wave contribution. The energy positio
of the first zero in thes-wave partial cross section is 20
630 mK for ~a! and 295625 mK for case ~b!. ~a! u5/2,5/2&84

1u5/2,3/2&84. The feature near 250mK in the total cross section is
an f-wave shape resonance. Although we find the position of
resonance is uncertain to6150 mK, it does not contribute over a
broad enough energy range to compensate for the zero in
s-wave cross section.~b! u5/2,5/2&861u5/2,3/2&86. We find a broad
pseudo-p-wave shape resonance near 60mK. The height of the
p-wave centrifugal barrier is roughly 80mK. In this case, the
strongp-wave scattering is probably enough to compensate for
zero in thes-wave cross section.
e

y
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-
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from, the incident~lower! threshold. For example, in84Rb
@Fig. 5~a!#, a bound state that has singlet character in thu
50 limit plummets just barely below threshold at'100 G,
accounting for the initial resonance in the84Rb scattering
length, which goes first negative, then recovers to a posi
value. This same bound state hovers near threshold u
about 1850 G of field strength, at which point a lower-lyin
predominantly triplet bound state ‘‘pushes’’ it back abo
threshold.~This event is labeled ‘‘r ’’ in the figure.! The re-
sult is then a resonant scattering length that first rises to1`,
then reappears with negative values.

In the case of86Rb @Fig. 5~b!#, a triplet bound state lying
below the incident threshold first drops relative to th
threshold, then rises again, owing to its avoided cross
with a singlet level above threshold. The scattering len
thus tends toward more negative values, but recovers be
going positive. In addition, we note that this resonance
an unusually large magnetic-field width, of several hund
gauss. The origin of this width is an extremely strong co
pling between the incident and resonant channels. One m
sure of the strength of this coupling is the value of t
‘‘short-range’’ scattering matrix@18,28#, whose absolute
square is plotted versusB in Fig. 6. The matrix elementS12

sr

represents the probability amplitude for flux incident in t
u5/2,5/2&1u5/2,3/2& channel to scatter back into th
u5/2,5/2&1u3/2,3/2& channel. Figure 6 puts this probability a
nearly unity, indicating an extremely large coupling.

ur
n,

is

he

e

FIG. 4. Solid lines representu5/2,5/2&841u5/2,3/2&84 collision,
dashed lines represent the same spin state collision for86Rb. ~a!
Scattering lengths versus applied magnetic field. The zero en
position of the low-field84Rb resonance is 10669 G. ~b! Energy
positionE0 of the firsts-wave partial cross-section zero versus a
plied magnetic field.
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IV. BOSONIC ISOTOPES

We have already dealt at length with mixtures of t
bosonic rubidium isotopes85Rb and 87Rb @5#, and so here
we will focus on 83Rb. It exhibits scattering properties re
markably similar to those of87Rb. Namely, its singlet and
triplet scattering lengths~see Table II! are relatively large,
positive, and very nearly the same. By itself, then83Rb adds
little to the field of BEC. However, mixtures of83Rb with

FIG. 5. Bound and pseudobound state positions versus mag
field. Solid lines represent thresholds, dashed lines represen
bound and pseudobound state positions.~a! u5/2,5/2&84

1u5/2,3/2&84. The state described in the text is labeledr. Its posi-
tion when below threshold is not visible on this scale.~b!
u5/2,5/2&861u5/2,3/2&86.

FIG. 6. Short-range scattering probabilitiesuSi j
sru2 versus mag-

netic field for au5/2,5/2&861u5/2,3/2&86 collision. Ssr is derived in
the standard way from a short-rangeK matrix @18# calculated at an
internuclear distance of 35 a.u.
87Rb open up some exciting possibilities for double cond
sates.

We first note that collisions between the spin ‘‘stretche
statesu3,3&83 and u2,2&87 have a large negative scatterin
length ~see Table II!, which is not surprising since the
83Rb-87Rb reduced mass is very nearly the same as the
duced mass of two85Rb atoms. Within the Thomas-Ferm
approximation, double condensates with scattering leng
a1 and a2 are unstable whenever their mutual scatter
length a12 satisfiesua12u.Aa1a2 @29,30#. This relationship
holds strictly only for isotropic like-species condensat
However, a more general derivation@31# for anisotropic
mixed-isotope double condensates shows the instability
mains. The nature of this stability has yet to be fully inte
preted, particularly in the case ofa12 negative. The 83-87
mixture would provide one means of probing this pheno
enon.

Finally, we consider these isotopes in their lower hyp
fine manifolds, i.e., collisions betweenu2,22&83 and
u1,21&87. The scattering length between these partners
again negative, but in this case there exists an acces
Feshbach resonance~Fig. 7!. Thus, unlike the85Rb-87Rb
case considered in Ref.@5#, in this system we can envisio
two large condensates~each havinga.0) with a tunable
interspecies interaction. This capability will enable detail
studies of double condensates all the way from comple
overlapping to utterly immiscible@32,33#, in particular at the
stability limits whereua12u'Aa1a2.

V. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have shown that the short-lived Rb is
topes provide collisional properties which could enhance
study of degenerate Bose and Fermi gases. We predi
Feshbach resonance in the collisions of two84Rb atoms
which could in principle allow the experimentalist to inve
tigate both magnetic domain formation and Cooper pair

tic
the

FIG. 7. Scattering length versus applied magnetic field fo
collision of u2,22&831u1,21&87 atoms. Solid lines represent th
nominal value, dashed lines represent uncertainties. The zero
ergy positions of the resonance peaks are 138610 G,19368 G,
and 37163 G. The low-field resonance has a width ofD56.5
62.5 G. The two higher field resonances are extremely nar
!1 G.
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1308 PRA 59JAMES P. BURKE, JR. AND JOHN L. BOHN
within a single atomic species. We find a Feshbach re
nance in the83Rb-87Rb mixed-isotope collision which shoul
in principle allow the experimentalist to investigate the c
lapse of a double Bose condensate. In addition, we find
sympathetically cooling84Rb or 86Rb with 87Rb should also
be feasible.
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